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A B S T R A C T

The parameter governing outdoor human thermal comfort (HTC) on warm, clear-sky days is radiation. Its effect on HTC is accounted for by mean
radiant temperature (Tmrt). While Tmrt differences owing to different measurement methods are well established, the impact of different compu-
tational approaches have not been systematically evaluated. This study assesses the performance of three microclimate models in their ability to
estimate Tmrt values in complex urban environments. The evaluated models are RayMan Pro, SOLWEIG and ENVI-met. The model evaluation
encompasses both the comparison of modeled Tmrt values with those derived from observations and model intercomparisons with analyses extending
to several radiation terms and parameters that comprise or explain the resultant Tmrt. Results indicate that the models systematically underestimate
nighttime Tmrt. SOLWEIG and ENVI-met tend to overestimate Tmrt during prolonged periods of shade and underestimate when the sites are sunlit.
RayMan underestimates Tmrt values during most part of the day. The largest Tmrt errors occur at low sun elevations in all three models, mainly as a
result of underestimated longwave emitted and shortwave reflected radiation fluxes by the adjacent facades. These errors indicate room for im-
provement with regards to surface temperature estimation and shortwave reflected radiation calculations in the models.

1. Introduction

Cities are increasingly under pressure to address the challenges of climate change. In this respect, one of the most pressing and
unifying issue is the maintenance of comfortable outdoor conditions despite rising air temperatures and increasing extreme heat
events. As a means to inform urban planners and city officials, the assessment of outdoor thermal comfort—either via numerical
modeling or field measurements—have gained popularity over the past two decades. While measurements can deliver highly accurate
data, they are rather expensive and time-consuming endeavors that can only inform us about specific thermal conditions that exist at
a given place and time. In contrast, numerical modeling allows us to evaluate alternative urban design scenarios, as well as to grasp
the spatial and temporal variability of outdoor human thermal comfort conditions.

Given the advantages of numerical modeling and the increasing computational power of personal computers, several tools have
emerged to facilitate the assessment of microclimate and human thermal comfort implications of various urban design and planning
strategies (Lindberg et al., 2008; Matzarakis et al., 2010; Bruse, 2004; Musy et al., 2015; Nice et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2014). While
these tools differ both in the human thermal comfort indices they deliver and in their numerical modeling approach, they all rely on
the calculation of mean radiant temperature.

Mean radiant temperature (Tmrt) is one of the four environmental parameters (next to air temperature, relative humidity and wind
speed) that govern the human energy balance, and thus, play an important role in human thermal comfort. Tmrt expresses the short-
and longwave radiation exchange of a standard human body in terms of Celsius degrees—where the Celsius degree refers to the
uniform temperature of an imaginary black enclosure that results in an equivalent radiant heat transfer as the actual, non-uniform
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enclosure. Numerous studies have shown that Tmrt is the driving parameter of human thermal comfort in outdoor spaces during
summertime (Cohen et al., 2012; Kántor and Unger, 2011; Holst and Mayer, 2011; Mayer et al., 2008; Thorsson et al., 2007).

Several methods exist for deriving mean radiant temperature from both modeled or observed data. An overview of these ap-
proaches is given by Kántor and Unger (2011). The impact of different measurement techniques on the obtained Tmrt values is
addressed by numerous studies (Thorsson et al., 2007; Nikolopoulou et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2014). There have been also attempts to
parametrize customized globe thermometers (Thorsson et al., 2007; Tan et al. 2013) and to derive a correlation function between
different measurement approaches (e.g. Kántor et al., 2018). Yet, despite the advantages and the relative ease of numerical simulation
studies—as indicated by their profusion over the past two decades—there have been rather few attempts to conduct model inter-
comparisons (Chen et al., 2014; Lee and Mayer, 2016; Szűcs et al., 2014; Kántor et al., 2015). Even fewer of these studies (if at all)
would meet the prerequisites of a full model evaluation exercise as defined by Schlünzen and Sokhi (2008). According to Schlünzen
and Sokhi (2008), a full model evaluation exercise entails four elements: (a) the comparison of model results with observations, (b) a
model intercomparison for the same case, (c) the statistical quantification of the model performance, and (d) sensitivity analyses of
the outputs to changes in input parameters.

The number of model validation studies that compare the results of a single model with observations is extensive. However, the
intercomparison of these results is rather problematic. First, disparities may arise in connection with the Tmrt datasets used as
reference, as they are often obtained using different measurement techniques that lead to Tmrt differences (see Thorsson et al., 2007).
Second, the intercomparison of results is likewise challenged by the abundance of different spatial and temporal scales utilized both
in modeling and observations. Finally, the heterogeneity of reporting that exist across the studies furhter complicates their com-
parison. With regards to the issue of scale, the intercomparison of various studies can be problematic when different spatial and/or
temporal scales are utilized, as the gradients of various meteorological variables tend to decrease with decreasing spatial and/or
temporal resolution. This is true to wind and temperature fields, as well as to solar radiation fields in complex urban environments.
Regarding the issue of reporting heterogeneity, most studies are (a) lacking site related data (e.g. site description, site maps and sky
view factor (SVF) values), (b) missing information on actual radiative conditions (e.g. the time of solar exposure/shade, either in
written form or via sun-path diagrams), and (c) utilizing different statistical measures. In this respect, ENVI-met's thorough validation
review by Tsoka et al. (2018) is notable. However, as noted by the authors, the subset of studies that conduct model assessment based
on other than air temperature is scant. This observation is likewise shared by Jänicke et al. (2015), who also called attention to the
scarcity of studies that extend their evaluation to the radiation terms comprising Tmrt.

Given the growing importance of improving outdoor human thermal comfort and the role that numerical simulation studies play
in it, this study aims to assess the performance of three popular microclimate models in their ability to estimate Tmrt in urban complex
environments.

2. Materials and methods

The three human-biometeorological and/or microclimate models assessed in this paper are RayMan Pro v3.1 Beta, SOLWEIG
v2019a and ENVI-met v4.4.2. The model evaluation presented in this paper comprises of two types of model validations, namely: (a)
a comparison of modeled Tmrt values with those derived from measurement utilizing Höppe's (1992) six-directional integral radiation
method, and (b) a model intercomparison. The models are also evaluated via statistical performance measures as recommended by
Willmott (1981, 1982) and by Schlünzen and Sokhi (2008).

2.1. Study area and field experiment

The site of this study, Bartók Square, is located in the downtown area of Szeged, Hungary. With its population of over 162,000 and
urbanized area of nearly 30 km2 (Lelovics et al., 2014), Szeged is a typical, medium-sized Central-European city. It lies at 46.25° N
latitude and 20.15° E longitude and has a rather flat terrain (78–85m a.s.l.). The downtown area is ‘compact mid-rise’ according to
the local climate zone classification (Lelovics et al., 2014). The square is surrounded by 3–4 story buildings (12.5–17.9m in height)
and has an area of 6050m2 (central area: 110m×55m). Most part of the square and its surrounding is covered by asphalt pavement.
Only the sidewalk at its north-northeast (NNE) border is covered by interlocking concrete block pavement. The central and south-
eastern part of the square is dominated by 10–20m tall deciduous trees (Fig. 1). Szeged has been the site of numerous urban climate
investigations since the 1980's. It has a warm temperate climate with uniformly distributed precipitation through the year. According
to the 1971–2000 climate data, the city has a rather low (489mm) average annual precipitation but enjoys a relatively high average
annual sunshine duration (1978 h) compared to the rest of the country. The annual mean temperature is 10.6 °C. The hottest months
are July and August and the coldest is January (Hungarian Meteorological Service, 2015). As one of the warmest cities in Hungary,
the climate of Szeged will be most adversely affected by the warming trends projected for the 21st century (Pongrácz et al., 2013).

In 2016, a field measurement was conducted at Bartók Square. The aim of the experiment was to investigate microclimatological
differences next to facades with different exposures. The measurement campaign utilized two human-biometeorological stations and
recorded conditions along the four bounding facades of the square (at sites P1–P4, see Fig. 1). Short- and longwave radiation at these
sites were collected utilizing Höppe's (1992) six-directional integral radiation measurement method. The net radiometers were
aligned with the cardinal directions and positioned at 1.1–1.2 m a.g.l. The 26-hour-long field experiment began on the 7th of August
2016 at 18:00 LST (before sunset) and ended on the 8th of August at 20:00 (after sunset). The atmospheric conditions during the
experiment were characterized by clear sky and low wind speed. According to the records of the Urban Weather Station of Szeged
(operated by the Hungarian Meteorological Service and located 0.9 km south from the square), air temperature ranged from 17.1 °C
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to 26.9 °C and global radiation peaked at 848Wm− 2 during this period (Fig. 2). Global radiation data from the suburban weather
station of Szeged (operator: Hungarian Meteorological Services, WMO Id: 12982) is also included here, as the difference between the
two observations will be part of the forthcoming discussion. A full account of the measurement, along with the analysis of the
collected data, is reported in Kántor et al. (2018).

According to the annulus method of Johnson and Watson (1984), the sky view factors (SVF) of these sites spans from 0.08 to 0.50
(Table 1). The values were derived with the SkyViewFactorCalculator software (Lindberg and Holmer, 2010) from fisheye photo-
graphs. Table 1 also includes the SVFs calculated by evaluated models for each of the sites.

2.2. Short overview of the reviewed models

2.2.1. Rayman Pro v3.1 beta
RayMan is developed on the basis of the Association of German Engineers' environmental meteorology standards VDI 3787 and

3789 (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1994, 1998, 2001). The model is validated by Andrade and Alcoforado (2008), Chen et al. (2014),
Hwang et al. (2011), Jänicke et al. (2015), Kántor et al. (2018), Krüger et al. (2014), Lee and Mayer (2016), Lee and Mayer (2016),
Lin et al. (2010), Matzarakis et al. (2007, 2010), and by Thorsson et al. (2007). It has also been subject of model intercomparison
studies by Chen et al. (2014), Szűcs et al. (2014), Jänicke et al. (2015), Lee and Mayer (2016) and Kántor et al. (2018). The work of
Krüger et al. (2014) and Lee and Mayer (2016) are the most thorough assessments of RayMan's performance. They offer ample
recommendations to both users and developers.

The Tmrt calculation in RayMan is based on the approach of Fanger (1972) and that of Jendritzky and Nübler (1981) (Matzarakis

Fig. 1. Bartók Square with indicated measurement sites together with fish-eye photos of four out of the five sites.
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Fig. 2. Global horizontal radiation (blue) and air temperature (black) data from the urban weather station of Szeged, Hungary (solid lines). The
global horizontal radiation data from the rural station is shown as dashed blue line.
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et al., 2010). According to this approach, Tmrt in shade is derived as a sum of human-absorbed diffuse radiation components (both
short- and longwave). When direct solar radiation is present, the formula is complemented with a term after Jendritzky et al. (1990).
In the radiation interchange, the directions of incoming fluxes are accounted for via angle factors (in conjunction with the diffuse
radiation components) and via the projected area factor (used with direct shortwave radiation). The latter factor is the function of the
solar altitude angle and is calculated according to Jendritzky et al.'s (1990) formula—also adopted by the German VDI Standard
(Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1998, 2001). The implemented Tmrt calculation approach divides the three-dimensional environment
into an upper and a lower hemisphere at the height of 1.1m a.g.l. (Matzarakis et al., 2010). For the lower hemisphere, the view of the
ground is assumed exclusively. For the upper hemisphere, the distribution of solid surfaces and the open sky is analyzed via fish-eye
lens images. Based on the distribution of solid and open sky areas, the incoming fluxes are weighted by angle factors—determined on
the basis of each distinct areas' distance from the center of the fish-eye lens image (see Matzarakis et al., 2010).

As a closed source model, no further information is provided beyond Matzarakis et al. (2010) and Frölich and Matzarakis (2017)
regarding the model's treatment of radiation fluxes. The principles presented there apply only inasmuch as open, unobstructed sites
are considered. While users can define building and tree geometries in the model along with their surface albedo values, it is
undocumented how RayMan accounts for their presence in the long- and shortwave radiation flux calculations: whether the obstacles
are considered in the short- and longwave radiation interchange in the upper hemisphere (i.e. reflected shortwave and emitted
longwave fluxes), what are the assumptions with regards to the surface temperature of facades, if and how longwave radiation from
tree canopies are accounted for (i.e. assumptions regarding their emissivity and surface temperature), whether the sunlit and shaded
fractions of facades is considered (i.e. to account for the resultant surface temperatures differences and for the different amounts of
shortwave radiation they reflect), if shortwave radiation attenuation by tree canopies is accounted for, etc. The above deficiencies of
the model documentation have also been pointed out by Lee and Mayer (2016), Park (2011), Park and Tuller (2014) and Thorsson
et al. (2007). An overview of the short- and longwave radiation components considered by RayMan is given in Supplemental material
A.

2.2.2. SOLWEIG v2019a
SOLWEIG is a 2.5-dimensional model that simulates the spatio-temporal variation of short- and longwave radiation fluxes in

complex urban environments (Lindberg et al., 2008). The model's performance in estimating radiation fluxes and Tmrt values have
been assessed by numerous studies (Lindberg et al., 2008; Lindberg and Grimmond, 2011; Konarska et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014;
Szűcs et al., 2014; Jänicke et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016; Lau et al., 2016; Lindberg et al., 2016; Kántor et al., 2018). With regards to
Tmrt, SOLWEIG has been also validated via black globe temperature measurements (Thom et al., 2016; Aminipouri et al., 2019) and
subjected to a number of model intercomparison studies (Chen et al., 2014; Szűcs et al., 2014; Jänicke et al., 2015; Kántor et al.,
2018).

The radiation calculation of SOLWEIG follow the six-directional approach of Höppe (1992). It estimates short- and longwave
radiation fluxes arriving from above, below and from the four cardinal points for the height of 1.1m a.g.l. Ergo, it also relies on
Höppe's (1992) formula to calculate Tmrt from these radiation components. This method assumes a standing person—conceptualized
as a rectangular box—and transforms the incoming radiation fluxes accordingly. That is, it weights the radiation terms by the
respective share of surfaces facing a given direction (0.06 and 0.22 values are used for vertical and horizontal surface fractions,
respectively).

Among the assessed models, SOLWEG implemented the most thorough radiation scheme. The model's treatment of short- and
longwave radiation fluxes is extensively documented in Lindberg et al. (2008, 2016), Lindberg and Grimmond (2011) and Konarska
et al. (2014). Some of the approximations introduced in the model include the way shortwave reflected fluxes are accounted for. For
estimating the share of fluxes originating from sunlit and shaded surfaces, the model utilizes a theoretical approach for deriving the
sunlit wall faction. The approach adjusts the available reflected shortwave radiation as a function of the solar altitude angle and the
SVF of the location. However, it distributes the amount of reflected fluxes equally among the cardinal points (see Lindberg et al.,
2016; Lindberg et al., 2008). As a consequence, the approach results in the model's tendency to under- or overestimate reflected
fluxes when the distribution of sky-obstructions is less uniform (i.e. next to a building). This fraction is adopted in conjunction to all
wall-reflected shortwave flux components (i.e. in lateral and vertical flux calculations), as well as in the estimation of wall-emitted
longwave fluxes.

The other notable approximation is with regards to surface temperatures. First, the adopted surface temperature parametrization
assumes that surface temperatures will return to the temperature of the air within two hours of shade or in the absence of direct solar
radiation (i.e. at night). This was not the case even in the study of Bogren et al. (2000) whose surface temperature parametrization the

Table 1
Sky view factors of the measurement sites.

Location Calculated sky view factors

Annulus method RayMan SOLWEIG ENVI-met

P1 0.43 0.38 0.48 0.34
P2 0.49 0.40 0.54 0.41
P3 0.50 0.42 0.52 0.40
P4 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.04
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model has adopted. Second, the surface temperature parametrization for different ground covers are derived from observations
conducted over horizontal surfaces with relatively large SVFs. However, surfaces with different tilts and exposures have different
peak temperatures and diurnal patterns.

Finally, there are approximations introduced to the calculation of solid surface emitted longwave flux components as well. In
downwelling fluxes estimation, a domain-wide mean surface temperature of walls and grounds is used. On one hand, this can lead to
overestimated fluxes in shade and underestimated ones when the sites are sunlit. On the other hand, it means that the configuration
of the domain (i.e. the overall geometrical layout of the domain and the selected type of the ground surface) influences this radiation
component considerably. Furthermore, there is little information available how sunlit wall surface temperatures are calculated in
lateral flux components. Presumably, they too utilize the surface temperature parametrization scheme, but with which surface type is
unknown. A summary of the accounted short- and longwave radiation fluxes is provided in Supplemental material B.

2.2.3. ENVI-met v4.4.2
ENVI-met is a prognostic, three-dimensional, high-resolution microclimate model designed to simulate surface-plant-air inter-

actions at the micro- to local scales. It is a non-hydrostatic, obstacle-resolving computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model that relies
on Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The model has been developed by Bruse as part of his dissertation (Bruse,
1999). Since its first release in 1998, numerous studies have attempted to evaluate the performance of ENVI-met. As pointed out by
Tsoka et al. (2018), the largest share of validation studies focuses on the models' ability to reproduce observed air temperatures. This
being said, most available validation studies also assess different revisions of ENVI-met version 3.0. In contrast, the number of studies
validating version 4.x with parameters other than air temperature is still limited, albeit increasing. Within this reduced set of studies,
most works reported validation results for global radiation (Liu et al., 2018; Maleki et al., 2014; Piselli et al., 2018), two for emitted
longwave radiation by facades (Jänicke et al., 2015; Morakinyo et al., 2019) and only one for downwelling and upwelling short- and
longwave radiation fluxes (Jänicke et al., 2015). In terms of various surface temperatures, Piselli et al. (2018) and Yang et al. (2013)
reported results for ground surface temperature, Morakinyo et al. (2019) and Simon (2016) for facade temperatures, Yang et al.
(2013) for soil and various substrate layer temperatures and Liu et al. (2018) for leaf surface temperature. Most studies evaluating the
model's performance in terms of mean radiant temperature relied on black or gray globe temperature measurements (Acero and
Arrizabalaga, 2018; Acero and Herranz-Pascual, 2015; Forouzandeh, 2018; Morakinyo et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhao and
Fong, 2017) and only Jänicke et al. (2015), Kántor et al. (2018) and Lee and Mayer (2016) utilized integral radiation measurements.
The studies assessing ENVI-met v4.x's performance as part of model intercomparisons include the work of Jänicke et al. (2015), Lee
and Mayer (2016) and Kántor et al. (2018). The most comprehensive review of available ENVI-met validation studies is given by
Tsoka et al. (2018).

Besides the initial (Bruse, 1999) and subsequent PhD dissertations written on ENVI-met (Ali-Toudert, 2005; Huttner, 2012; Simon,
2016), no up-to-date description of the model is available. In concept, Tmrt calculation in ENVI-met follows the same German standard
as RayMan (see Bruse, 1999). It distinguishes the upper and the lower hemisphere, and assumes that 50% of the radiation will arrive
from the sky and 50% from the ground (Huttner, 2012; Ali-Toudert, 2005). The most recent description of the model's Tmrt calculation
is given by Huttner (2012). According to the author, short- and longwave fluxes are calculated with the help of individual view
factors for the ground, the buildings, the sky and the vegetation—indicating the occupied percentage of these elements, as seen from
the specific grid point. These factors are calculated for both the upper and the lower hemisphere.

With regards to shortwave radiation fluxes from the lower hemisphere, the ground-reflected fraction of the overall incoming
shortwave radiation is calculated with the albedo of the actual grid point (Huttner, 2012). With regards to the fluxes from the upper
hemisphere, the diffuse shortwave radiation component incorporates the isotropic sky radiation (with the view factor of the sky) and
the building-reflected fraction of direct solar radiation—the latter calculated with a domain-wide mean building albedo (Huttner,
2012). The incoming direct shortwave radiation is derived from direct (beam) solar radiation, in conjunction with the corresponding
projected area factor (function of the solar altitude angle). The initial projected area factor formula adopted by ENVI-met was a linear
regression approximation derived from tabled projected area factor values in VDI 3787 (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1998) (Bruse,
1999). The current version of the model utilizes the formula of Underwood and Ward (1966), which is derived for an elliptical
cylinder model with its major axis facing the sun.

Regarding longwave radiation fluxes from the lower hemisphere, the model accounts for the ground emitted fluxes only. It is
calculated from the emissivity and surface temperature of the actual grid point (Huttner, 2012). From the upper hemisphere, emitted
longwave radiation from the atmosphere, the vegetation, and the walls are considered, together with the wall reflected fraction of the
atmospheric radiation. All these components are weighted by their corresponding view factors (Huttner, 2012). The surface tem-
perature and emissivity values of obstacles are approximated with domain-wide mean emissivity and surface temperature values and
are calculated separately for buildings and vegetations (Huttner, 2012).

As with other numerical simulation models, ENVI-met too has introduced several approximations into its radiation flux calcu-
lations. Besides the approximations, there are also radiation terms that are either not discussed in the available literature or are
ignored by the model. Below is a brief overview of some of these terms.

First, in spite of the numerous descriptions of ENVI-met (Ali-Toudert, 2005; Bruse, 1999; Huttner, 2012; Simon, 2016), it is still
unclear how reflected shortwave radiation is calculated by the model (e.g. if shaded/sunlit surfaces are distinguished). Furthermore,
according to the available literature, tree canopies seem to be absent from the calculation of reflected shortwave radiation fluxes.
That is, they are neither considered as reflecting objects nor as obstructions to the wall-reflected shortwave fluxes.

Second, the diffuse sky shortwave radiation attenuation by vegetation seems to be disregarded by the model. This is not equivocal
according to the available model descriptions, but have been reported both by Huttner (2012) and by Samaali et al. (2007). Huttner
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(2012) also indicated that the scattering of direct shortwave radiation by tree canopies is likewise disregarded by model.
Third, according to the available literature, ENVI-met also seem to disregard the facade-emitted longwave radiation attenuation

of vegetation when the vegetation obstructs the view of the facade. The same stands for the facade-reflected atmospheric radiation
component.

Fourth, the surface-emitted components of the incoming longwave radiation are calculated with domain-wide mean facade,
ground and vegetation surface temperature values (Huttner, 2012). As noted by Huttner (2012), this approximation can lead to
underestimated longwave fluxes in shaded areas as well as to overestimated ones at sunlit locations, since ENVI-met will assign the
same amount of emitted longwave radiation to facades in shade as to those that are sunlit. Furthermore, as noted at SOLWEIG, the
reliance on domain-wide mean surface temperature values makes the amount of emitted longwave fluxes the function of domain
configuration. For example, a more open domain with sparsely distributed obstacles will lead to higher surface temperatures than an
obstructed one, even if these difference occur beyon the site of investigation (e.g. beyond the square in our case). The summary of the
short- and longwave radiation fluxes considered in EVNI-met's Tmrt calculation is provided in Supplemental material C.

2.3. Model configurations

The necessary information for developing the domain representing Bartók Square were obtained from (a) GIS and digital ele-
vation maps, (b) from the recent urban tree inventory of Szeged (Kiss et al., 2015; Takács et al., 2015) and (c) by conducting
additional surveys on site and via Google Earth areal imagery. All domains are set to a 1×1m horizontal resolution and the
parameters of the surfaces are synchronized to the utmost (see Table 2.). Accordingly, the ground is assumed to have an albedo of
0.18 and an emissivity of 0.95, while the respective albedo and emissivity values for both facades and trees are set to 0.20 and 0.90.
We justified the adoption of identical albedo and emissivity values for trees and facades on the basis of: (a) not all models have the
option to distinguish between them, and consequently, (b) the synchronization of these parameters across models offered an im-
proved inter-model comparison. Based on the findings of a long-term tree survey (Takács et al., 2016a, b), the shortwave transmission
coefficient of tree canopies is set to 7% in SOLWEIG and ENVI-met. In addition to the above, the ground cover scheme is utilized with
asphalt setting in SOLWEIG. In ENVI-met, a pavement profile with sublayers characteristic to asphalt surfaces is defined. Here, the
top layer carried ENVI-met's default ‘asphalt with gravel’ properties with 1.16Wm−1 K− 1 heat conductivity and 2.124 Jm−3 K−1

volumetric heat capacity. In ENVI-met, the additional thermal properties of the facades bear the mean characteristics of a plastered,
62 cm thich, brick-wall structure1 with fenestration ratio of 25%. The equivalent properties of such structure are given as 660 J K−1

specific heat, 1.125Wm−1 K−1 thermal conductivity and 1275 kgm−3 density.
The input meteorological data—air temperature, relative humidity, global radiation, wind speed and direction—is compiled from

the Urban Weather Station of Szeged (located 900m from the site). In order to match the frequency of the observed data, the input
meteorological data is converted from 10-minute to 15-minute time resolution using linear interpolation in the case of RayMan and
SOLWEIG. The interpolation followed a standard procedure adopted by other numerical simulation software (see e.g. National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, n.d.). Accordingly, every odd data is from the original data set, while every even one is an interpolated
value.2 For ENVI-met, hourly air temperature and relative humidity data are compiled for simple forcing (see Fig. 3.). Since wind
speed was measured at 30m, the 10m and 1.1 m wind speed values required respectively by ENVI-met and RayMan are calculated
with the power law assuming a surface roughness length of 0.25 (centers of medium-size cities). The available global radiation data is
utilized as input both in the case of SOLWEIG and RayMan, whereas in ENVI-met, the solar adjustment factor in set to 0.85 to match
the global solar radiation peak of August 8th. In RayMan, the diffuse fraction (the ration of diffuse and global radiation) is left at
automatic setting. Soil temperature data for ENVI-met is obtained from the suburban weather station of Szeged. The mean values,
calculated for the measurement period, were interpolated to the required soil depths of the model. Since ground humidity is not
recorded at the suburban station, soil humidity values characteristic for August were set utilizing available agricultural data from the
region. All numerical simulations started on August 7th, 2016 at 00:00 LST and were run for 48-hour period. The 26-hour dataset,
matching the period of the field experiment were extracted with MATLAB. After the study of Christen and Vogt (2004), the Bowen
ratio in RayMan was set to 2.5, which is a typical summertime value at urban areas during the day.

Table 2
Model configuration overview.

Model Ground Wall Roof Trees Humans

Resolution [m] Area [m] α ε α ε α ε α ε τ SW abs. LW abs. posture

RayMan 1×1×1 400×400 0.18 0.95 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.9 n/i 0.7 0.97 standing
SOLWEIG 1×1×1 480×425 0.18 0.95 0.07
ENVI-met 1× 1×0.5a 120×174 0.96

n/i - no information; α - albedo; ε - emissivity;τ - shortwave transmissivity.
a 0.5 m until 2 m, 20% telescopic beyond Domain size 120×174×20 grids. Number of nesting grids 9.

1 Common to the ground floor walls of buildings of similar age, size and use.
2 Note, the down sampling function of MATLAB gave nearly identical results to our linear interpolation with non-significant differences.
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2.4. Model evaluation

2.4.1. Evaluated parameters
In order to better understand the errors and biases in the models, we analyzed several radiation terms and parameters that

comprise or contribute to the resultant value of Tmrt. The radiation components analyzed are the down- and upwelling short- and
longwave fluxes. The additional terms include the estimated surface temperatures, as well as diffuse sky and horizontal direct solar
radiation calculated for each site with sky obstructions considered.

In the case of RayMan, the model-calculated values of Gact (site-specific global radiation) and E (long-wave radiation emitted from
surfaces) are used as a proxy of downwelling shortwave (Kdown) and upwelling longwave radiation (Lup), respectively. Since no output
variable is available for upwelling shortwave radiation (Kup) in the model, Kup is calculated from Kdown by multiplying it with the
albedo of the ground. Furthermore, the variable A in the model output only contains the values of atmospheric radiation derived via
the Ångström (1915) formula (see Matzarakis et al., 2010). Hence, the values of downwelling longwave radiation (Ldown) are estimated
according to Eq.(1)—after the Jonsson's et al. (2006) approach with the assumption that the surface temperature of the obstacles is the
same as the air temperature. For the diffuse sky (KdifS) and horizontal direct solar radiation (Kdir,horS) values at each location, we
utilized the output variables of Dact (site-specific diffuse sky) and Sact (site-specific solar radiation), respectively.

= ∗ + − ∗ − ∗ + ∗ ∗ − ∗ +L SVF A ε SVF A ε σ SVF T(1 ) (1 ) (1 ) ( 273)down f f a
4 (1)

where SVF is the sky view factor of the site; A is the atmospheric radiation [Wm-2]; εf is the emissivity of the obstacles []; Ta is the air
temperature [°C] and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant [].

In SOLWEIG, short- and longwave fluxes from the upper and lower hemisphere and surface temperature values—referring to each
site in question—are attainable directly from the model output. With regards to the direct horizontal (Kdir,horS) and diffuse sky (KdifS)
radiations at the sites, they are calculated from model-supplied variables according to Eqs.(2) and (3) below.

= ∗K SVF KdifS dif (2)

= ∗ ∗K SH K γsin( )dir horS dir beam, , (3)

where SVF is the sky view factor of the site; Kdif and Kdir,beam are the diffuse sky and direct (beam) solar radiation, respectively
(calculated from the input global radiation data by the model using the Reindl et al. (1990) empirical formula) [Wm−2]; SH is the
shadow value (i.e. the percentage of direct beam radiation considering sky obstruction and shortwave radiation attenuation by tree
canopies) and γ is the altitude angle of the sun [°].

In ENVI-met, downwelling shortwave radiation is only stored and recorded by its components (i.e. as direct solar, diffuse sky and
reflected shortwave radiation). Furthermore, within the three-dimensional domain, the direct component is only available as beam
radiation value. In the absence of recorded solar altitude angles, the horizontal direct solar radiation data is obtained from the ground
surface dataset where the direct solar component is provided as irradiance on a horizontal plane. Considering the height difference
between the reference observation plain (1.1–1.2 m a.g.l. in the measurement) and the obtained data (0m a.g.l.), the introduced
errors should not be significant. The site specific Kdir,horS and KdifS values are likewise extracted from the ground surface data, along
with the surface temperature values. With regards Kup, Ldown and Lup the respective variables called the ‘reflected shortwave radiation
from the lower hemisphere’, the ‘longwave radiation from the upper hemisphere’ and the ‘longwave radiation from the lower
hemisphere’ are selected.3
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Fig. 3. Air temperature (black) and relative humidity (blue) values used in ENVI-met's simple forcing.

3 Note, the parameters controlling the upwelling short- and longwave radiation fluxes in ENVI-met's Tmrt are not in line with the description given
by Huttner (2012), however, they explain the Tmrt values calculated by the model with a high degree of certainty.
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2.4.2. Evaluation procedures
The above discussed parameters from each model are evaluated on a single point basis. Namely, the modeled values are obtained

from the cell/location in the domain that correspond best to our observation site. To achieve the best fit between the observed and
modeled Tmrt values, we conducted location sensitivity analyses for each site and model. The best fit sites were selected on the basis of
the reproduced shading patterns, since daytime fluctuations in Tmrt are governed by shortwave radiation fluxes (Lee et al., 2014).

Shading errors. One of the objectives of the study is to delineate model performances under distinct radiation conditions. For this
purpose, sunlit, shaded and nighttime conditions are distinguished in all datasets. In the observation dataset, values referring to day-
and nighttime are separated based on the time of sunrise/sunset—obtained from NOAA's Solar Calculator (Cornwall et al., 2017).
Shaded/exposed periods are differentiated on the basis of the observed radiation data and supplementary records. The latter includes
measurement logs and fisheye photos used in combination with sun path diagrams. In the case of ENVI-met and RayMan, a simple
formula is used to distinguish the above three radiation conditions. The data is categorized sunlit when direct solar radiation is
present in the model, shaded when only diffuse radiation is recorded, and nighttime when both shortwave radiation componentsare
absent. Similarly in SOLWEIG, the data is categorized nighttime when there is no shortwave radiation the model. Sunlit times are
identified with the help of the’Shadow’ variable in the output. When this variable is 1, the site is exposed to direct solar radiation. All
remaining data are categorized as shaded.

Due to the spatial and temporal resolution of models, a mismatch between observed and modeled radiation conditions is common
when the observation site is moving in or out of the sun. In order to identify these mismatches, a simple shading error is calculated.
First, all data received a shading identifier value: sunlit 1, shaded 0.5 and nighttime 0. Then, the shading error is calculated for all
model datasets as a difference between the corresponding modeled and observed shading identifier values. When the value of the
shading error is other than zero (−0.5 or 0.5), a mismatch between observed and modeled radiation condition persists. A value> 0
signals that there is more radiation in the model than it should be because: (i) the model either assumes the site to be sunlit, while
observations indicate shade, or (ii) it assumes shade, while observations indicate nighttime. In reverse, values< 0 flag times when
radiation flux underestimation is caused by a shading mismatches.

Statistical assessment applied in this study. The statistical assessment of the models' performances utilizes both linear regression
parameters and difference measures—as recommended by Willmott (1981, 1982). All data-processing is performed in MATLAB. The
statistical parameters reported in this study are as follows:

n number of observations
MEA mean absolute error
RMSE root mean square error
RMSEs systematic root mean square error
RMSEu unsystematic root mean square error
d Willmott's index of agreement (1981, 1982)
R2 coefficient of determination

Root mean square error (RMSE) indicates the total model error. In an ideal case, a model should be error free and thus have an
RMSE of zero. This measure carries the dimension of the evaluated parameter and often reflects the magnitudes characteristic to that
parameter as well (e.g. air temperature-related RMSE values are likely to stay within a single digit, while those associated with direct
solar radiation might comprise two or more). Thus, this measure can be used to compare two or more models on the same-parameter
basis. Since the calculation of RMSE involves the squaring of the modeled-observed difference, it is sensitive to large errors (i.e. a few
large errors will impact the measure more than several smaller ones).

The RMSE is the sum of the squared systematic (RMSEs) and unsystematic (RMSEu) terms. RMSEs expresses the magnitude of the
linear bias that exists the between model predictions and observations. It is often complemented with the mean error (or bias), which
indicates the direction of RMSEs (i.e. whether it is over- or underestimation). Theoretically, the errors indicated by RMSEs should be
relatively easy to reduce or eliminate, as they can be described by a linear function (Willmott, 1981). RMSEu can be considered the
measure of model precision. Ideally, systematic errors in a model should approach zero and consequently, the unsystematic errors
should approach RMSE.

The index of agreement (d) is a dimensionless measure introduced by Willmott (1981, 1982). It indicates the extent to which the
predictions of a model are error free and thus is recommended for model intercomparisons. The highest value of this measure is 1,
indicating perfect agreement, while the lowest value is 0.

The coefficient of determination (R2) indicates the proportion of the total variance explained by the mode. It is a common
reported—albeit oft-criticized—statistical measure. We reported them primarily to (a) demonstrate the difference between R2 and d,
and (b) to be consistent with previously reported model evaluation studies and provide data for future meta-data analyses.

Data used and discarded. Out of the entire dataset, only 4 of the 104 available observations are discarded by default from the
statistical analyses. These refer to the pre-sunset observations made at site P4 (under the tree). The rational for their exclusion is the
unusually large amount of reflected radiation due to a combination of non-Lambertian reflection from various street furnitures and
objects in the environment. Since neither the detailedness of our domains nor the abilities of the evaluated models allow for the
reproduction of these fluxes, we decided for their exclusion.
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3. Results

3.1. Mean radiant temperature

Figs. 4 to 7 illustrate the diurnal course of Tmrt errors and shading errors—calculated as the difference between observed and
modeled values (see Section 2.4.2)—for each model and site separately. Each figure refers to a particular site (e.g. Fig. 4 to P1, Fig. 5
to P2, and so on) and the three images within them present the results from the respective models: RayMan (top), SOLWEIG (middle)
and ENVI-met (bottom). For convenience, the times of sunrise/sunset are signaled by vertical dashed lines and the times when a give
site moves in or out of shade are indicated by dotted ones. Across all models, shading errors are most frequent at times when the sites
move in and out sunlight. The sites characterized by extended periods of direct solar radiation and limited amount of vegetation (P2
and P3) are void of such errors (see Figs. 5 and 6, respectively). In contrast, the reproduction of the shading pattern seems to be
numerically more challenging at locations shade by both buildings and trees (see Figs. 4 and 7). Compared to the other models,
RayMan slightly underperforms in reproducing shaded/sunlit periods. In the case of ENVI-met, shading errors also occur during the
half hour period following/preceding the times of sunrise/sunset. While ENVI-met does not save solar altitude angles among its
standard output parameters, sun angles are recorded in the simulation log file. According to the log, the sun is above the horizon
during these half-hour periods. However, neither direct, nor diffuse shortwave radiation is indicated in the forcing or the model.
Admittedly, the effect of shortwave radiation fluxes during these periods is negligible, especially in dense urban environments.
Nevertheless, one might wonder whether these errors are the byproducts of the solar adjustment factor or simply the effect of
downscaling solar radiation data from hourly to 15-min intervals.

According the diurnal cycles of Tmrt errors (Figs. 4 to 7), all three models systematically underestimate nighttime mean radiant
temperatures by up to 10 °C. In this respect, ENVI-met lags behind the other models—despite its advanced means of surface tem-
perature estimation. The greatest Tmrt underestimation occurs during extended periods of sunlight (at site P2 and P3, see Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively) irrespective of models. During these periods, RayMan produces the greatest errors (exceeding −20 °C). ENVI-met
performs slightly better, with mean radiant temperature errors remaining below−15 °C. Referring to the sunny periods, the results of
SOLWEIG are mixed: the model significantly underestimates Tmrt at the site with easterly exposure (see P2 on Fig. 5), whereas the
errors does not exceed −10 °C in the case of the southerly exposed site (see P3 on Fig. 6).

In the shade, the estimated mean radiant temperature values of RayMan are the closest to the observed ones (see the results of P1
and P4 sites with prolonged periods of shade on Figs. 4 and 7, respectively). Under these shading conditions, ENVI-met and SOLWEIG

Fig. 4. Diurnal course of Tmrt and shading errors plotted for site P1. The top image presents results from RayMan, the middle one from SOLWEIG and
the bottom one from ENVI-met.
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overestimate Tmrt by up to 9 °C and 7 °C, respectively. There are two kinds of exceptions to Tmrt overestimation in shade. The first one
occurs during the periods immediately after/before sunrise/sunset. This is the cumulative effect of (a) the relatively low magnitude of
shortwave fluxes during these periods and of (b) the underestimated longwave radiation fluxes by the models—as inferred from
nighttime Tmrt results. The second such exception occurs at site P4 (Fig. 7) during the period of 16:00–19:00 LST. As noted in Section
2.4.2, this site received considerable reflected shortwave radiation during this period. Unfortunately, neither the complexity of the
domains nor the approximation for reflected shortwave fluxes in the evaluated models allow for the adequate reproduction of such
events.

Fig. 8 presents the scatter plots of observed-modeled Tmrt values and the respective linear regression lines per models. The data
pairs are differentiated visually according to both by shading conditions and by location. In the first case, different marks indicate the
prevailing radiation conditions during observation (see Section 2.4.2): (o) refers to sunlit, (x) to shaded and (.) to nighttime con-
ditions. In the latter case, colors of the marks indicate the origin of the observed-modeled data pairs: blue symbols refer to site P1,
black ones to P2, red ones to P3 and the cyan symbols to P4. The results presented in Fig. 8 are derived from a modified dataset
where: (a) the shading mismatches near sunrise/sunset in the case of ENVI-met and RayMan were corrected and the corresponding
data retained, (b) the remaining Tmrt values flagged by shading mismatch were removed, and (c) four additional observations re-
ferring to the 16:00–19:00 LST period at site P4 were also omitted (see Section 2.4.2). The scatterplots of the Tmrt values confirm the
observations made above: (1) all models systematically underestimate nighttime mean radiant temperatures, (2) values in shade are
overestimated slightly by SOLWEIG and somewhat more by ENVI-met, and (3) all models underestimate Tmrt when the sites are sunlit.
In the case of RayMan, the latter underestimation is systematic and significant.

The extended range of statistical parameters corresponding to the above scatterplots are presented in Table 3. Besides the values
obtained from a modified dataset, the initial ones from the original dataset are also included in brackets for reference. According to
the coefficients of determination, the models are able to explain around 90% variance in the data. Based on the RMSE, RMSEu and
index of agreement values (5.02 °C, 4.25 °C and 0.97, respectively), SOLWEIG is both the most accurate model and is the best at
reproducing the observed Tmrt trends. The second best is ENVI-met with somewhat higher RMSE (6.92 °C), but comparable RMSEu
(5.07 °C) and index of agreement values (0.95). The RMSEu value indicates the model's potential for accuracy—once the linear biases
in the models are reduced. Among the models, RayMan has the largest systematic (7.98 °C) and the smallest unsystematic (3.53 °C)
errors with the lowest index of agreement value (0.92). Hence, according to these statistical measures, RayMan is the least accurate
mode at the present, but has the highest potential for accuracy.

Fig. 5. Diurnal course of Tmrt and shading errors plotted for site P2. The top image presents results from RayMan, the middle one from SOLWEIG and
the bottom one from ENVI-met.
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3.2. Up- and downwelling fluxes

3.2.1. Sky view factor
Besides surface temperature and radiation calculations, estimated sky view factors can also influence the amount of incoming

short- and longwave fluxes, and hence the values of Tmrt.As shown in Table 1, SVFs at the four sites were systematically under-
estimated by ENVI-met (by 0.08 on average) and were slightly overestimated by SOLWEIG (by 0.03 on average). RayMan under-
estimated the SVFs of the more open sites (by 0.07 on average) and overestimated the tree-shaded site (P4) by 0.03. Comparing the
estimated SVF values of RayMan Pro and ENVI-met v3.1 with measured ones, Park and Tuller (2014) found similar tendencies of
underestimation in the models. However, the differences revealed in the case of RayMan Pro were much greater than ours (0.19 on
average), while their findings refering to ENVI-met were more in line with our results in magnitude (three sites were underestimated
by 0.07 on average, the fourth one overestimated by 0.07). Similarly to our findings, the authors found that the estimation of SVFs by
the models imrpoves with decreasing SVF values.

The impact of SVF differences on the resultant Tmrt is not straightforward. The reduction of SVF generally decreases the amount of
shortwave radiation and increases longwave ones. Whether these differences balance each other out or not depend on many para-
meters (e.g. sky condition, surface temperature and albedo, the sunlit fraction of the facades, the presence of vegetation, etc). This is
also the conclusion of Park and Tuller (2014) who found that variations in SVF can at times produce negligible differences in human
thermal sensation. Therefore, it cannot be stated with certainty that the above discussed Tmrt errors in the models are the outcome
inaccuracies in SVF estimation.

3.2.2. Shortwave fluxes and global solar radiation partitioning
With regards to shortwave fluxes, the accurate partitioning of global solar radiation into direct and diffuse component is of

importance. Among the evaluated models only RayMan and SOLWEIG can be forced with global solar radiation data. In the latter, the
diffuse fraction is set according to an empirical formula of Reindl et al. (1990), whereas the method adopted by RayMan is unknown.
In the case of ENVI-met, the diffuse fraction cannot be controlled by the user. In the absence of clouds, it is set and kept constant by
the model regardless of the applied solar adjustment factor.

The diurnal courses of diffuse sky and horizontal direct solar radiation at the four sites are shown in Fig. 9. While no reference
data are available for these fluxes, the presented values shed light on some of the Tmrt errors discussed in the previous section. First,
SOLWEIG assumes about 100Wm−2 less horizontal direct solar radiation and about 50Wm−2 more diffuse sky radiation around

Fig. 6. Diurnal course of Tmrt and shading errors plotted for site P3. The top image presents results from RayMan, the middle one from SOLWEIG and
the bottom one from ENVI-met.
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Fig. 7. Diurnal course of Tmrt and shading errors plotted for site P4. The top image presents results from RayMan, the middle one from SOLWEIG and
the bottom one from ENVI-met.

Fig. 8. Observed versus modeled Tmrt values, data refer to a modified dataset (see text).

Table 3
Statistical evaluation of the three models' ability to reproduce observed Tmrt values. The main values are derived from a modified dataset (see text),
while the numbers in bracket are derived from the original dataset.

Models n R2 MAE RMSE RMSEs RMSEu d

RayMan 96 (104) 0.92 (0.84) 5.85 (6.44) 7.98 (8.82) 7.15 (7.35) 3.53 (4.88) 0.92 (0.90)
SOLWEIG 98 (104) 0.92 (0.91) 4.08 (4.15) 5.02 (5.22) 2.67 (2.62) 4.25 (4.51) 0.97 (0.97)
ENVI-met 99 (104) 0.89 (0.89) 6.26 (6.15) 6.92 (6.84) 4.71 (4.66) 5.07 (5.00) 0.95 (0.95)
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noon than the other two models. In addition, the staggered lines of both of these radiation components indicate that the model
assumes somewhat hazy conditions. The cause of these differences in direct and diffuse radiation magnitudes is the combination of
the polluted, urban air of Szeged and the sensitivity of the adopted empitical flux partitioning formula. The former one is indicated by
the about 50Wm−2 global radiation deficit at noon compared to the corresponding values from the suburban weather station of the
city (see Fig. 2). Running SOLWEIG with Kdown values from the suburban station results in a partitioning more akin to those observed
at the other models with horizontal direct solar radiation peaking at 730Wm-2 and the diffuse sky radiation remaining below
90Wm-2 (not shown). The improved partitioning reduces both the Tmrt overestimation in shade and the underestimation during
sunlit periods. It leads to improved model performance with total model error below 5 °C (RMSE=4.62 °C, not shown).

Regarding the global solar radiation partitioning of RayMan, a closer inspection of results revealed some inconsistencies. To our
clear-sky day, RayMan assigned a 0.20 diffuse fraction value nearly uniformly for the entire day. In reality, this is not the case, as the
share of diffuse sky radiation generally increases with decreasing solar altitude angles—assuming a clear-sky conditions. The con-
sequence of this crude global radiation partitioning are two fold: (a) diffuse sky radiation fluxes will be underestimated at low sun
elevations, and (b) direct solar (beam) radiation values cannot be adequately calculated from the thus derived horizontal solar
radiation component (i.e. direct solar radiation will be significantly overestimated at low solar altitude angles).

The comparison of diffuse sky radiation fluxes across models and measurement sites confirms that ENVI-met does not account for

Fig. 9. Incoming horizontal direct and diffuse sky radiation fluxes at the four sites as estimated by the models.
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the attenuation of these fluxes by tree canopies. Since all measurements were conducted 1.5m from facades of similar heights, the
sites should have comparable SVFs when the influence of vegetation is removed. In fact, all sites have a SVF around 0.45 except for
P4, located under a tree (see Table 1 and Fig. 1). In the case of RayMan and SOLWEIG, the magnitudes of diffuse sky radiation fluxes
follow the changes in SVFs proportionally across all sites. In contrast, ENVI-met presents nearly identical diurnal patterns at each site.
These results, on one hand, demonstrate that ENVI-met does not consider the impact of overlaying vegetation in the calculation of the
incoming diffuse sky radiation fluxes. On the other hand, these findings partially explain the reasons behind the overestimated Tmrt

values in shade—at least in the case of P4.
A close examination of shortwave radiation components at site P4 reveal how the models consider the effect of tree crowns. Until

about 13:00 LST, the site is in the shadow of the building. Afterwards it is shaded by the tree canopy. The difference between these
two periods is indicated by the ‘spikes’ and other irregularities in the Kdir,hor curves. In the case of RayMan, there are only three spikes
in the Kdir,hor curve, during which the magnitude of horizontal direct solar radiation reaches its maximum value. This indicates that no
radiation attenuation by tree canopies is considered in the model (the spikes are simply the outcomes of the gaps between the tree
crowns). In the case of ENVI-met, the short ‘spikes' in its Kdir,hor curve during the second part of the day signal that the model accounts
for direct solar radiation attenuation. Furthermore, the irregular occurrence of the ‘spikes' indicates that the attenuation is the
function of radiation intensity, sun angles and the thickness of the canopy. Finally, the low, but continuous Kdir,hor curve in SOLWEIG
(from 13:00 LST) is outcome of the 7% shortwave transmissivity of the trees (i.e. the direct solar radiation attenuation by the canopy).
Similarly to RayMan, the two spikes in the curve that reach the maximum values of Kdir,hor are indication of the gaps between the tree
crowns.

The scatterplots of down- and upwelling shortwave fluxes—used in Tmrt calculations—are presented in Fig. 10 per models. Each
column of scatter plots refers to a specific model (from left to right respectively: RayMan, SOLWEIG and ENVI-met), with Kdown values
presented in the top and Kup in the bottom row. The data pairs are distinguished both by shading conditions and by location (as in the
case of Fig. 8). According to the results, the trends and magnitudes of Kdown are well reproduced by all models. The respective index of
agreement values of RayMan, SOLWEIG and ENVI-met are 1.00, 0.99 and 0.98. According to the statistical measures, downwelling
shortwave fluxes are most accurately and precisely estimated by RayMan (d=1.00, RMSE=32.32Wm−2). Nonetheless, all models
underestimate the magnitudes of Kdown between about 50–150Wm-2 at the higher end (see top row in Fig. 10). In the shade, Kdown

values are slightly overestimated by SOLWEIG and ENVI-met—i.e. by the models with known shortwave reflected radiation com-
ponents. This pattern of shortwave flux bias—the underestimated fluxes at sunny locations and overestimated ones in the shade—is
characteristic to the simplifications introduced in the calculations of reflected shortwave fluxes (i.e. via the adoption of some sort of
domain-wide average values, see discussions in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). In the case of SOLWEIG, this pattern is enhanced further by

Fig. 10. Scatter plots of down- and upwelling shortwave radiation fluxes per model. Colors refer to measurement sites: P1 - blue, P2 - black, P3 - red,
P4 - cyan. The data refer to a modified dataset (see text and Section 3.1). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the partitioning error, and in the case of ENVI-met by the isotropic sky assumption.
The effect of diffuse shortwave flux overestimation in shade is more apparent in the case of the upwelling shortwave fluxes

(Kup)—especially in ENVI-met (see Fig. 10, bottom row, scatter plot on the right). Since upwelling shortwave fluxes are derived from
Kdown, the errors are carried forward (inherited errors), or even increased in magnitude (as in the case of ENVI-met, see Fig. 10, right
column of scatter plots). Compared to Kdown, the decreased performance of ENVI-met is indicated by both the reduced index of
agreement values (which drops from 0.98 to 0.75) and the relatively large total model errors (RMSE 40.8W m−2, whereas the highest
observed Kup values are around 150W m-2). The introduced errors in this case are partly due to the ignored diffuse shortwave
radiation attenuation by vegetation, and partly due to the way the model calculates upward reflected shortwave radiation. As noted
in Section 2.2.3, none of the available sources reveal how shortwave reflected fluxes are accounted for in the model. However, as a
result of both (a) the adopted numerical simplifications that make use of mean reflected fluxes, and (b) the SVF similarities between
our sites (especially when the tree canopy is ignored at P4), the model-estimated Kup values are nearly identical at all four sites (not
shown). The nearly identical Kup values are in disagreement with the Kup calculation described by Huttner (2012) (see Section 2.2.3).
It is likely that the more site-specific Kup calculation method has only been implemented in ENVI-met's recently introduced Indexed
View Sphere (IVS) scheme. Nevertheless, the consequences of these generic Kup values are the errors that frequently amount to 100W
m-2 and the over- and underestimation pattern of Tmrt.

Beyond the inherited and cumulative errors in Kup, there are also those introduced by the parametrization of the domains. As
noted in Section 2.1, the pavement at site P3 consists of concrete blocks, yet it is defined as asphalt in all domains (Section 2.3). This
albedo difference results a systematically underestimated Kup in all three models when the site is sunlit (see the nearly continuous line
of red cycles below the identity line in Fig. 10, bottom row). Thus, in the case of RayMan and SOLWEIG, a considerable part of the
additional errors in Kup are due to this model parametrization mismatch.

3.2.3. Longwave fluxes and surface temperatures
Accurate surface temperature (Ts) estimation is central to longwave radiation calculation, especially in dense urban environments.

Thus, the diurnal trends of model-estimated ground surface temperatures are presented in Fig. 11 for each measurement site. Since
surface temperatures were not recorded during the field experiment, the reference values are calculated from measured upwelling
longwave fluxes using the Stefan-Boltzmann law assuming a ground emissivity of 0.95 (asphalt). Admittedly, as the instrument's field
of view also captured parts of the adjacent facades, the derived values cannot be equated with actual Ts values. Nevertheless, these
reference values are still indicative of the temperature trends at each site. The diurnal course of air temperature (Ta) is also included
in Fig. 11 for reference. The presented Ta values are those observed at the urban weather station and used to force the models.

In general, all models underestimate ground surface temperatures—at least compared to our estimated reference values. During
extended periods of direct solar radiation, the ground temperature estimates of RayMan and SOLWEIG come closest to those observed
(see sites P2 and P3 on Fig. 11.). With regards to SOLWEIG's surface temperature parametrization (see Lindberg et al., 2016, and also
Section 2.2.2) the approach seems to be adequate for the close to southerly-exposed P3 site. In contrast, there is a lag in the estimated
warming of Ts at the P2 site with easterly exposure. This is the artifact of the adopted parametrization, which is based on the
empirical relationship of Bogren et al. (2000) derived on the basis of mostly unobstructed, horizontal surfaces.

At night and in the shade, the model-estimated surface temperatures remain closely-spaced to each other with ENVI-met pre-
dicting the highest and RayMan the lowest values. In line with SOLWEIG's Ts parametrization, the estimated values during these
periods are mainly equal to air temperature—the exception to this are the two-hour transitory periods described in Lindberg et al.
(2008, 2016). As indicated by the reference Ts and Ta values in Fig. 11, this assumption does not hold true in dense urban en-
vironment—especially at sites that are sunlit for longer periods during the day. In this respect, the lower than air temperature Ts
values estimated by RayMan at night and during late afternoons are problematic. These values are likely the outcome of the adopted
surface temperature formula of Oke (1987), which was not intended to be used in complex urban settings (Lee and Mayer, 2016).

Ground surface temperatures estimated by each model are summarized by way of scatter plots in Fig. 12. As noted above, Ts
values at night and in shade are systematically underestimated by all three models. When the sites became sunlit, the underestimation
of Ts increases in ENVI-met, decreases in SOLWEIG, whereas the presence of direct solar radiation contributes to a considerable
scatter in RayMan. According to the statistical comparison of models, ENVI-met has the highest potential for accuracy with 1.95 °C
unsystematic error (not shown). The respective RMSEu values of SOLWEIG and RayMan are 3.08 °C and 4.57 °C. Based on the index of
agreement values, SOLWEIG is the most error free (81%), followed by RayMan (79%) and ENVI-met (76%). However, unlike to
RMSEu, the magnitude of index of agreement depends on the surface emissivity value utilized in the calculation of the reference
ground surface temperatures—i.e. a change in emissivity will change the respective index of agreement values of the models.

Fig. 13 summarizes the down- and upwelling longwave fluxes in the models. Similarly to the scatterplot in Fig. 10, the values in
each columns of scatter plots refer to a specific model (from left to right: RayMan, SOLWEIG and ENVI-met, respectively), with Ldown
values presented in the top and Lup in the bottom row. A quick visual comparison of Lup and Ts results per models reveals that in the
case of RayMan and SOLWEIG surface temperatures drive upwelling longwave fluxes (see the nearly identical pattern of scatter plots
in Fig. 12, and in the bottom row of Fig. 13). The examination of their respective RMSE values reveals that in the case of Lup values,
RayMan (36.93Wm-2) performs slightly better than SOLWEIG (43.51Wm-2). This reversal in the magnitude of total model errors,
compared to the Ts results, is likely outcome of the reflected atmospheric radiation term considered in RayMan (see Matzarakis et al.,
2010) but not in SOLWEIG (see Lindberg et al., 2016). In the case of ENVI-met, a similar comparison of the Ts and Lup scatter plots
discloses the additional errors introduced to Lup. A closer inspection of the estimated Lup values revealed that, similarly to Kup, they
are also close to identical at the four locations (not shown). This is the result of the surface-emitted longwave radiation calculation in
the model that utilizes domain-wide mean surface temperature and emissivity values for walls, ground and vegetation (Huttner,
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Fig. 11. Surface temperatures estimated by the models at the four sites, plotted together with observed Ts values estimated from flux measurements
(see text) and observed Ta values from the urban weather station of the city used to force the models.

Fig. 12. Scatter plots of ground surface temperatures per model. Colors refer to measurement sites: P1- blue, P2 - black, P3 - red, P4 - cyan. The
reference ground surface temperatures were derived from Lup measurements (see text) and statistical values are derived from the modified dataset
(see text and Section 3.1). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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2012). Similarly to Kup, the calculation of Lup is in disagreement with the Tmrt calculation method presented by Huttner (2012). The
consequence of this simplification is not only the respective under- and overestimation of emitted fluxes near sunlit and shaded
surfaces, but also the dependence of surface emitted fluxes on the domain configuration (see discussed in Section 2.2.3).

Since downwelling longwave fluxes (Ldown) are both the function of different empirical formulas used for atmospheric sky ra-
diation estimation by the models and of surface temperatures when SVF < 1, identifying the reasons behind Ldown errors are less
straightforward. The scatter plots of observed vs. estimated downwelling longwave fluxes per each model are show in Fig. 13 (top
row). In terms of model performance, RayMan and ENVI-met estimate downwelling fluxes most accurately with RMSEs around
18Wm-2 and with index of agreements of 0.85 and 0.90, respectively. Both of these models underestimate downwelling longwave
fluxes the most at site P2 when it is sunlit (morning to about noon). In the case of ENVI-met, this underestimation is the outcome of
the model's reliance on domain-wide mean surface temperature values—similarly to Lup. During this period, most surfaces have
neighter been heated up by the sunnor the air. However, the facade next to the P2 site will warm up faster and more during this
period than most other surfaces in the model due to its easterly exposure. Since most of our sites have a SVF around 0.40, only around
60% of the downwelling fluxes is governed by surface-emiteed radiations. Consequently, the impact of the adopted numerical
simplifications on the magnitude of Ldown errors is less pronounced.

In SOLWEIG, the approximation of facade surface temperatures with mean Ts in the model (Lindberg et al., 2016) produces
overestimated Ldown values by up to 100Wm-2. The direct comparison of observed-modeled downwelling fluxes in SOWEIG revealed
both that Ldown overestimation occurs consistently in the afternoon (regardless of the prevalent shading condition of the sites) and
that the geometrical similarities between the sites result in nearly identical diurnal courses (not shown). Similarly with ENVI-met, the
reason behind these generic values is the domain-wide mean surface temperature that is used to calculate the facade-emitted flux
component of Ldown. In order to assess the role of Ts in Ldown, an alternative scenario was devised. In this scenario, the ground cover
scheme function was disabled and the albedo and emissivity values of the ground were set manually to the identical values used in the
asphalt land surface class (i.e. to the values applied in the default model run). All other parameters in the model were left unchanged.
A model run with such configuration resorts to the initial Ts parametrization scheme derived from surface temperature measurements
at a cobble-covered square (Lindberg et al., 2016; Lindberg et al., 2008). Cobble stone has about 6.5 °C lower peak surface tem-
perature then asphalt—and according to our back-of-theenvelope calculation using SOLWEIG's Ts parametrization scheme. As an-
ticipated, the afternoon overestimation of Ldown has disappeared from the revised scenario. The corresponding index of agreement
and RMSE values calculated for Ldown of this model run are 0.90 and 19.27Wm-2.

Fig. 13. Scatter plots of down- and upwelling longwave radiation fluxes per model. Colors refer to measurement sites: P1- blue, P2 - black, P3 - red,
P4 - cyan. The data refer to a modified dataset (see text and Section 3.1). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4. Discussion

4.1. Implications

The results and related discussions in Section 3 might raise two important question. Namely, to what Tmrt accuracy should we
aspire for, and what these Tmrt errors mean from a thermal comfort assessment point of view.

With regards to the question of accuracy, the required levels for a single Tmrt value are set as the threshold of two thermal comfort
and heat/cold stress classes in the ISO 7726 standard (International Organization for Standardization, 1998), according to Staiger and
Matzarakis (2014). Namely, the accuracy for thermal comfort it is set to± 2 K and for heat/cold stress to± 5 K. The authors found
that in order to comply with ISO 7726 standard's heat/cold stress requirement, at least measured global solar radiation data is
required as input for numerical models. Moreover, in order to meet the comfort threshold requirement, the additional data needed
beyond global solar radiation are the diffuse sky and atmospheric radiations. The study of Weihs et al. (2012) similarly found that the
increasing reliance on calculated radiation terms increases the uncertainty of Tmrt. They reported that the use of calculated down-
welling longwave and diffuse sky radiation data leads to Tmrt uncertainty of up to±3 K. Whereas if all radiation terms are modeled,
the uncertainty in Tmrt increases to± 5.9 K. While both the above studies concluded that the uncertainty of Tmrt remains within
the±5 K threshold when at least observed global solar radiation is provided as input, they base their conclusions on calculations that
assume unobstructed sites (i.e. an open sites with no obstacles).

The sensitivity of the thermal comfort index PET (Physiologically Equivalent Temperature) to Tmrt has been the subject of several
empirical studies. The analyses of field experiments conducted in Freiburg (Germany) on clear-sky summer days at sunlit, partially-
shaded and shaded sites reported a linear relationship between Tmrt and PET with a slope of around 0.5 (Matzarakis et al., 2007; Lee
et al., 2014). That is, a 10 °C increase in Tmrt results in about 5–5.1 °C increase in PET values. However, the study of Cohen et al.
(2012) showed that the influence of Tmrt on PET and the relationship between the two depends both on the characteristics of the site
(i.e. if it is shaded or sunlit) and on the season of the year. The authors found that Tmrt has the most decisive role in PET at open sites,
especially in the summer, while its influence is only slightly stronger than Ta in shade. With regards to the relationship between Tmrt

and PET in summer, their results from the open site (urban square) are in line with those from Freiburg4. While at the shaded site
(urban park), they found a close to 1:1 linear relationship between Tmrt and PET where a 10 °C increase in Tmrt results in about 9.8 °C
increase in PET. The respective slopes of the linear relationship found between Tmrt and PET at the open and shaded sites in winter are
0.419 and 0.580—that is, in winter a 10 °C Tmrt increase increases PET by 4.2 °C and 5.8 °C for open and shaded sites, respectively.

In order to illustrate the impact of the model-estimated Tmrt differences on thermal comfort assessment, we calculated the PET
from both observation-based Tmrt values, as well as from model-estimated mean radiant temperatures. The additional parameters
used for calculating PET—air temperature, relative humidity and wind speed—are those obtained at the sites during the field
measurement (i.e. at sites P1–P4). The results are presented in Fig. 14–Fig. 17. For convenience, the image presenting the result in
absolute PET values have been supplemented with color bands, referring to typical heat-stress categories. The 18–23 °C range is
generally regarded as neutral or comfortable. Higher values indicate different levels of heat stress, while lower ones signal cold stress.

As we saw before, the most common cause of large Tmrt errors are shading mismatches. This is also the case at PET. In thermal
comfort assessment terms, this mismatch can lead up to two categories of difference. However, these shading mismatches are not real
biases in the models. They are brief artifacts that occur as a result of the spatial and/or temporal coarseness of the numerical models
when their results are compared to a finer reference data obtained from measurement. Besides the shading mismatches, the different
calculation schemes and numerical approximations adopted by the models to derive Tmrt can also lead to considerable differences in
PET and in the subsequent thermal comfort assessment.

As illustrated by Fig. 14–Fig. 17, nighttime Tmrt underestimation of up to 5 °C at the shaded sites (P1, P4) results only over 2 °C
underestimation in PET. Accordingly, the level of heat stress indicated by both model-derived PET and observation-based PET values
largely remain in the same category. In the case of the sunlit sites (P2, P3), the greater nighttime Tmrt underestimation of 8–9 °C
causes up to 3–4 °C underestimation in PET values. While this difference does not reach the 5 °C category threshold of heat/cold
stress, it does frequently result in the model-derived PETs to fall into next below heat stresses category compared to the observation-
based PET values.

During extended periods of shade (see P1, P4), the Tmrt overestimation of 8–9 °C leads to about 3–4 °C overestimation in PET,
which translates to over a half heat-stress-category difference. However, during these periods, the model-derived PET values gen-
erally fall in the same category as the observation-based PETs. In the case of RayMan, the large, up to 22 °C Tmrt underestimation
when the sites are sunlit (P2, P3) result in over 12 °C PET difference. These PET values put the model-estimated physiological stress
levels two categories lower than the observation-based PETs. In the case of SOLWEIG, the outcome of over 19 °C Tmrt underestimation
is the close to 10 °C underestimation of PET at site P2. This converts to about 1.5 heat stress category difference. In the case of ENVI-
met, the respecive midday Tmrt underestimation of over 11 °C and 14 °C at site P2 and P4, results in a PET underestimation of 6 °C and
8 °C. Consequently, these differences place the model-derived PET values a good heat stress category below the observation-derived
ones.

It is worth noting that according to the presented results, the impact of Tmrt under- and overestimation is not proportional to PET
under- and overestimation over the assessed PET scale. Namely, Tmrt errors corresponding to PET values of up to about 40 °C result in
lower PET difference than the above noted 2:1 correlation would suggest (i.e. a linear relationship with a slope of 0.5), In contrast,

4 A linear relationship with a reported slope of 1.9911 between PET and Tmrt, that is a slope of 0.502 between Tmrt and PET.
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Fig. 14. Tmrt differences and the corresponding PET differences at site P1.

Fig. 15. Tmrt differences and the corresponding PET differences at site P2.
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Fig. 16. Tmrt differences and the corresponding PET differences at site P3.

Fig. 17. Tmrt differences and the corresponding PET differences at site P4.
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Tmrt errors corresponding to PET values of over 40 °C tend to be slightly inflated in terms of the corresponding PET errors (compare
visually e.g. the Tmrt errors and the corresponding PET errors (top row) in Fig. 15 or Fig. 16).

4.2. Results summary with recommendations

4.2.1. SOLWEIG
Nighttime Tmrt underestimation in SOLWEIG originates from approximations introduced by its surface temperature para-

metrization. In general, Tmrt in shade is well estimated by the model as the slightly underestimated fluxes from solid surfaces are
compensated by overestimated shortwave fluxes. Only in areas with prolonged shade (i.e. P1 site with northern exposure and P4
under the tree) did Tmrt became slightly overestimated. Since SOLWEIG adopted Höppe's (1992) approach for the calculation of Tmrt

values, down- and upwelling short- and longwave radiation fluxes only partially explain the observed errors. The analysis of the
absorbed radiation fluxes from all six directions revealed that the causes of the slight Tmrt overestimation in shade are the over-
estimated lateral shortwave fluxes—especially those from the direction of the adjacent walls—to which the overestimated Ldown
values also contributes (not shown). The shortwave lateral flux overestimation is largely the result of the theoretical approach
adopted for estimating the share of fluxes originating from sunlit and shadowed walls. As noted in Section 2.2.2, this approach tends
to overestimate reflected fluxes in shade when sky-obstructions are distributed unevenly (e.g. when standing next to a buildings). In
addition to the above approximations, the sensitivity of the Reindl et al. (1990) formula has also contributed the observed pattern of
shortwave flux over- and underestimation. However, the contribution of this error to Tmrt overestimation remains below 0.5 °C in
shade.5 Although vertical fluxes have less impact on Tmrt when Höppe's approach is utilized, the use of a domain-wide mean surface
temperature in the calculation of Ldown still contributed to Tmrt overestimation in shade by about a degree. The utilization of a domain-
wide mean value means that the above laying surface temperatures are (a) the function of the domain configuration (i.e. impacted by
its geometry and material properties) and (b) that they follow a general surface temperature trend in the domain (i.e. it is insensitive
to Ts differences owing to different surface exposures at different sites).

Similarly to the other two models, the largest Tmrt errors occurred when the sites became sunlit. The flux by flux comparison of the
observed vs. modeled absorbed radiation components revealed that the greatest share of underestimation is caused by lateral
shortwave fluxes—primarily by those from adjacent walls. Similarly to Tmrt overestimation in shade, this error too is the byproduct of
approximations introduced via the theoretical sunlit wall fraction. In addition to lateral shortwave fluxes, lateral longwave fluxes
from the adjacent facades have also contributed to the largest Tmrt error at site P2. The reason for this error lies in the surface
temperature parametrization that ignores Ts differences owing to different surface exposures. The contribution of the solar radiation
partitioning-based errors to Tmrt underestimation remained at or below 1 °C. Only at site P2 did it reach 2 °C during the early hours of
the day as a result of low sun angles. The comparison with the alternative scenario with modified Kdown forcing indicates that in the
case of the P2 site low sun angles combined with a higher ratio of direct solar radiation increase both the amount of wall-reflected
fluxes and the amount of absorbed direct solar radiation by the human body.

The strength and weakness of SOLWEIG is its surface temperature parametrization: it allows for a quick estimation of longwave
fluxes, but it cannot account for all surface-exposure-based differences. The errors caused by the domain-wide mean surface tem-
perature in Ldown could perhaps be eliminated with the adoption of the theoretical sunlit area fraction—as used in the case of Kdown.
While this approach would not resolve all related errors, it would reduce Ldown's dependence on the domain configuration. Likewise,
the developer team of SOLWEIG should consider adopting a separate surface temperature calculation for facades—if that hasn't been
the case. Regarding shortwave radiation partitioning, establishing the correct diffuse fraction is a challenging task. However, ad-
vanced users should perhaps be allowed to control this parameter via the meteorological input file. Concerning the theoretical sunlit
wall fraction that assumes that the same percentage of walls is sunlit/shaded in each lateral direction regardless of the sun's position
(i.e. its azimuth angle), the introduction of some kind of directionality to express the influence of solar geometry would be beneficial.

Considering the size and resolution of the domain that this numerical model is able to cover, SOLWEIG implemented a powerful
shortwave radiation scheme. Based on its performance, the model can safely—and with a relative ease—be used for solar radiation
studies in complex urban environments. Since daytime Tmrt model errors are at their minimum around noon and in the afternoon,
SOLWEIG is ideal for thermal comfort and heat mitigation studies that are generally concerned with the warmest period of the day.
However, the tendency of the model to overestimate Tmrt when the sites are in shade and underestimate them when they are sunlit
means that heat mitigation studies might likely underestimate the impact of shading.

4.2.2. ENVI-met
Underestimated nighttime Tmrt values go beyond simple surface temperature estimation issue in ENVI-met. In this case, the main

cause of discrepancies is Lup. On one hand, the adopted approximation of domain-wide mean surface temperatures, result in over-
estimated upwelling longwave fluxes in shade and underestimated radiation fluxes when the sites are exposed to solar radiation. On
the other hand, while ground surface temperatures captured the trends, they are systematically underestimated. The reason for this is
unknown, but it might be linked both to the material properties of asphalt surfaces within the domain (i.e. a mismatch between actual
and modeled materials) and to the way surface-emitted fluxes are calculated in the model. In dense, predominantly shaded domains
as ours, the reliance on domain-wide mean values also contributes to underestimated Ts values.

Using an earlier version of ENVI-met (v3.1), Park (2011) found that the model systematically underestimated ground surface

5 According to our comparison with a configuration forced by Kdown values from the suburban weather station (not shown).
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temperature values at sunny urban locations (SVFs between 0.4 and 0.8, with various surface covers of grave concrete, cement, brick
and asphalt), while the results in shaded locations were mixed. Calculated for the entire dataset, the author found that ENVI-met's Ts
overestimation at sunny location amounted to 10.6 °C (absolute mean value). The study of Yang et al. (2013)—conducted with ENVI-
met v4.0 and utilizing reference measurements from an open square (SVF not reported)—found that the temperatures of ceramic-
tiled and concrete surfaces are well estimated by the model. However, the authors reported issues with the temperature estimation of
asphalt concrete surfaces (significantly lower values found, no data reported). They regarded these errors to be the result of the
material property mismatch between the actual and the modeled surfaces and remedied it with the introduction of a thin surface
layer of plain asphalt. The revised concrete asphalt surface showed a good agreement with observed values during the warming
period and at night, while surface temperatures were still underestimated during the warmest period of the day by 3.5 °C on average.

Our attempts to decrease the Ts-based errors in ENVI-met primarily focused on input climate parameters. First, since our ground
temperature values are from the suburban station of Szeged, we attempted to compensate for this fact by adding 2.5 °C to 0 °C
(linearly interpolated) to the top 2m of soil—2.5 °C being the typical summertime urban heat island intensity of Szeged (Unger et al.,
2000). However, ground surface temperatures within the domain were found unsensitive to input ground temperature values.6

Subsequently, we refrained from adopting the altered ground temperature values. Our investigations also found the 50Wm-2 increase
in global radiation values—the difference between the observed values at the urban and suburban station, see Fig. 2—only elevate Ts
by about 0.5 °C during the daytime, while a 0.5m/s reduction in wind velocity increased peak Ts by up to about 4 °C when the sites
were exposed to direct solar radiation. The model's sensitivity to input wind speed values of above 2m/s in estiamting air and ground
surface temperatures was also reported by Krüger et al. (2011) and by Shahidan et al. (2012).

The magnitude of the observed daytime under- and overestimation trend in ENVI-met's daytime Tmrt values is the cumulative
outcome of the mean-surface-temperature-calculated Lup and Kup—and to a lesser extent Ldown—values. In shade, the nearly 100Wm-

2 overestimation of Kup amounts to about half to two-quarters of Tmrt errors (i.e. over 5 °C). To these errors, the disregard of diffuse sky
radiation attenuation by tree canopies in Kdown also contributes to by a similar extent(by 75Wm−2 or 4 °C in our case). During shorter
periods of shade, ENVI-met's Tmrt estimation shows a good agreement with observed values. This is the consequence of the balance
between the over- and underestimated diffuse shortwave and upwelling longwave fluxes, respectively. The isotropic sky assumption
also contributes to the observed Tmrt over- and underestimation trends in the model. However, in the light of the above discrepancies,
the errors from this assumption can safely be regarded as of secondary concern.

When the sites are exposed to direct solar radiation, the driving parameters of Tmrt underestimation are Lup and Kdown (with flux
deficits of 100Wm-2 or more each). In these cases, underestimated Lup values amount to about three quarters of the observed Tmrt

errors. The contribution of Kdown is less straight forward as the underestimated amount of shortwave radiation is partially com-
pensated by the overestimated quantity of absorbed direct solar radiation arising from the adopted projected area factor (fp) in ENVI-
met. As shown by Holmer et al. (2018), Roth and Lim (2017) and Park and Tuller (2011), the Underwood and Ward (1966) formula
used to calculate the projected area factor in ENVI-met results higher fp values at solar altitude angles below 80° than most similar
formulas. The impact of ENVI-met's formula is significant. Compared to recalculated values using the fp formula of RayMan7, ENVI-
met's projected area factor increases the amount of absorbed radiation by 45–55Wm−2 and elevates Tmrt by 7–8 °C between 10:00 to
14:00 LST in our case (solar altitude angles: 50°–60°). In the morning and the afternoon (at solar attitude angles between 20°–50°), the
amount added to absorbed radiation and Tmrt values are up to 75Wm-2 and 11 °C, respectively.

ENVI-met has plenty room for improvement with regards to its radiation modeling. Undoubtedly, some of the above shortcomings
have been addressed by the recently introduced Indexed View Sphere (IVS) scheme. However, considering our findings we would
make the following recommendations.

The solar adjustment factor has many issues—both as a concept and its implementation. First, in the absence of clouds, the
initially calculated direct solar and diffuse sky radiation values only account for shortwave radiation attenuation due to water vapor
in the atmosphere. When they are scaled down via the solar adjustment factor—to account for the effect of other particles in the
air—the ratio between them is kept constant. In reality, this is not the case as the presence of pollutants in the atmosphere increases
the fraction of diffuse radiation. Second, the interface of the solar adjustment factor has many bugs. It often calculates the theoretical
shortwave radiation values for a day other than specified in the configuration file. Furthermore, the interface keeps scaling the
radiation values down when pressing update, even when the solar adjustment (or multiplication) factor is set to one or kept un-
changed. This bug lead to the selection of incorrect values and hence, to errors in numerical simulations. Finally, there are two places
in the ENVIguide where the selected solar radiation intensities can be checked and altered: at the beginning (when loading the area
file) and towards the end (as part of the advanced settings). Confusingly, the two values are not identical as the first represents more
general values, while the latter one is calculated after humidity levels are adjusted to input values (see bulletin board communication,
Gal, 2019). Although full forcing is an available alternative since 2016 (v4.0), it requires both direct and diffuse radiation values. As
direct solar radiation is recorder only at a few research sites (Weihs et al., 2012), this feature is limited to modeled solar radiation
data. Therefore, in order to overcome the above issues and to expand the capability of full forcing, the introduction of a solar
radiation partitioning scheme would be both a welcomed addition and an appropriate replacement for the solar adjustment factor.

The limitations of ENVI-met to consider the attenuation of diffuse solar and the scattering of direct solar radiation by vegetation
have also been pointed out by Huttner (2012), Samaali et al. (2007) and Liu et al. (2018). As noted by Liu et al. (2018), disregarding
these interactions can lead to the underestimation of the thermal effects of vegetation. Moreover, the simplifications introduced to the

6 At least not to the magnitudes used in our experiment.
7 Correctly published in e.g. Park and Tuller, 2011; Holmer et al., 2018.
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calculation of Lup and Kup further diminish the microclimate differences that exits in complex urban environments—especially when
evaluated by means of Tmrt or other Tmrt-dependent thermal comfort indices. The Tmrt calculation method of Fanger’ (1972) makes the
model-estimated Tmrt values especially susceptible to errors introduced via the upwelling fluxes, as Lup and Kup account for all the
radiations reaching the lower half of the human body. Although the projected area factor adopted in ENVI-met reduces Tmrt un-
derestimation when the site is sunlit, it does not eliminate the Tmrt over- and underestimation trends in the model. As a consequence,
the radiative impact of various shading strategies (e.g. that of trees, buildings or other shading structures) are systematically un-
derestimated. This is of great importance, as in light of ENVI-met's limitation to reproduce microclimate variables accurately in
absolute terms, many researchers and modelers have resorted to reporting relative microclimate or thermal comfort differences in
reference to a base case (e.g. Sharmin et al., 2017; Kleerekoper et al., 2017). Therefore, we would strongly recommend the re-
placement or revision of the parameters adopted as a proxy to Lup and Kup (i.e. to be more in line with the Tmrt calculation method
presented in Huttner (2012)). In addition to considering the diffuse sky and direct solar radiation attenuation by tree canopies, ENVI-
met should also adopt another formula for projected area factor calculation—one that is more in line with general research findings.
For an extended discussion on the subject the reader is referred to Park and Tuller (2011). Last but not least, it would be most
welcome if an up-to-date description of the model would be made available.

5. Conclusions

This paper assesses the performance of RayMan Pro v3.1 Beta, SOLWEIG v2019a and ENVI-met v4.4.2 in terms of their ability to
estimate Tmrt values in complex urban environments. The Tmrt estimates of the models are compared to those obtained from a 26-
hour-long integral radiation measurement. The field measurement recorded the radiative environment of a Central-European square
during a late summer day under anti-cyclonic conditions. Besides Tmrt, the analyses extends to several terms and parameters that
contribute to or explain Tmrt. The terms analyzed include the down- and upwelling short- and longwave radiation fluxes, the diffuse
sky and horizontal direct solar radiation components at each site and the estimated ground surface temperatures by the models.

RayMan is the least accurate among the evaluated models. It tends to underestimate Tmrt values throughout the day with sig-
nificant (over 20 °C) errors at low solar altitude angles when the sites are sunlit. The adopted surface temperature formula only
partially explains the above underestimation trend. The study found that the estimated surface temperature values of RayMan
frequently fall below that of the air temperature at night. When the sites are sunlit, estimated Ts values become less precise with
greater scatter in the data. The above trends in surface temperature estimation are generally transferred over to Tmrt values, albeit
with a reduced magnitude. The pattern(i.e. the occurrence and magnitude) of Tmrt errors in RayMan indicate that the model likely
disregards both the reflected shortwave and the emitted longwave radiations from the irradiated, adjacent facades. The study has also
revealed discrepancies inglobal solar radiation partitioning, which indicate issues with the treatment of the direct solar and diffuse
sky radiation components. Although RayMan's RMSE for Tmrt is nearly 8 °C, it has the lowest RMSEu value among the evaluated
models (3.53 °C) offering potential for the model's improvement in the future.

According to the results, SOLWEIG is the most accurate model that is able to reproduce the observed Tmrt trends well. The model
has a moderate tendency to overestimate Tmrt in shade and underestimate it when the sites are sunlit. The primary cause of this model
bias is the theoretical approach utilized to account for the obstacle-reflected lateral shortwave radiation fluxes. Similarly to the other
two models, SOLWEIG underestimates nighttime mean radiant temperatures. This is the outcome of the adopted surface temperature
parametrization scheme that likewise causes discrepancies at the site with easterly exposure. Notwithstanding, the surface tem-
perature parametrization shows a good agreement at the site with southerly exposure. Considering that the RMSE for Tmrt is just
above 5 °C—translating to about 2.5–2.6 °C difference in PET or to about a half level of thermal perception and physiological
stress—the biases in the model do not introduce significant errors to outdoor thermal comfort assessment studies.

Among the models, ENVI-met is the second most accurate model in estimating Tmrt. It too has over- and underestimation error
when the sites are in shade or are sunlit—albeit to a slightly greater magnitude than SOLWEIG. The main cause of this model bias is
ENVI-met's reliance on domain-wide mean emitted and domain-wide mean reflected radiation components in its Lup and Kup cal-
culations, respectively. These simplifications have a tendency to ‘wash away’ the radiation differences within the domain. In addition,
the Tmrt overestimation in shade is further intensified under trees by the model's disregard for diffuse sky radiation attenuation by
canopies. Ground surface temperatures are systematically underestimated, although the diurnal trends are captured well. The un-
derestimation increases with increasing temperatures. The reason for this discrepancy is likely a mismatch between the modeled and
actual ground surface properties. Compared to other projected area factor formulas, the one adopted in ENVI-met is found to increase
the absorbed direct solar radiation term by up to 75Wm−2 and consequently, to increase Tmrt by 11 °C. However, since the absorbed
diffuse radiation terms—especially Lup and Kup—are generally underestimated when the sites are sunlit, the overestimated absorbed
direct solar radiation term does not lead to Tmrt overestimation in the model. Although the model's RMSE for Tmrt is close to 7 °C, it has
the second lowest RMSEu value of 5.07 °C. The latter indicates that if systematic errors are reduced (e.g. by better ground surface
parametrization), the model's Tmrt estimation can likely meet the accuracy requirement set for heat/cold stress in the ISO 7726
standard.
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